Cutting a mediolateral episiotomy at the correct angle: evaluation of a new device, the Episcissors-60
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Background: Anal incontinence is nine times more prevalent in women than in men due to obstetric anal sphincter injury (OASI). OASI is linked to midline episiotomies and mediolateral episiotomies with post-delivery angles of <30 and >60 degrees. Studies show that doctors and midwives are unable to correctly “eyeball” the safe angle required due to perineal stretching by the fetal head at crowning. A new scissor instrument (Episcissors-60) was devised to allow cutting a mediolateral episiotomy at a fixed angle of 60 degrees from the perineal midline.

Methods: Scissors with a marker guide limb pointing towards the anus were devised, ensuring an angle of 60 degrees between the scissor blades and the guide limb. This device was initially tested in models. Post-delivery angles were recorded on transparencies and analyzed by an author blinded to clinical details. Accoucheurs were asked to rate the ease of use on a 5-point scale.

Results: Of the 17 women, 14 delivered with ventouse, two with forceps, and one with sequential ventouse–forceps. Indications for instrumental delivery were suboptimal cardiotocogram and/or prolonged second stage of labor. Mean birth weight was 3.41 (2.92–4.12) kg. A mean post-delivery angle of 42.4 ± 7 (range 30–60, median 43) degrees (95% confidence interval 38.8–46) was achieved with the Episcissors-60 instrument. Eighty-eight percent of clinicians agreed or strongly agreed that the scissors were easy to use.

Conclusion: The Episcissors-60 delivered a consistent post-delivery angle of 43 degrees. They could replace “eyeballing” when performing mediolateral episiotomies and form part of a preventative strategy to reduce OASI.
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Introduction

Anal incontinence (ie, incontinence of liquid feces and flatus) can have a devastating impact on a person’s quality of life. It is well known that obstetric anal sphincter injury (OASI) is a major risk factor for anal incontinence in women, leading to a nine-fold increase in anal incontinence compared with men. A 10-year, prospective, follow-up study of women with OASI revealed an incidence of 36%,1 and a meta-analysis of 717 patients found that 30% of women were symptomatic one year after OASI.2 The probability of longer-term anal incontinence and urgency is thought to be as high as 53%–80%,3,4 with obvious effects on quality of life.

It is therefore important that preventative measures are implemented at the time of vaginal delivery, not only because of the risk of such long-term complications following OASI but also in view of the immediate cost. For example, based on a 5.9% incidence of OASI in primiparous women (325,000 per annum) from Hospital Episode Statistics...
data, it is estimated that there would be 20,000 new cases of OASI alone in this group. The incidence in higher order births is 1.5% for normal births and 3.4% for instrumental births, averaging about 2% overall. The number of new OASI cases is nearly 10,000 in this group. Based on these robust estimates, the overall incidence of OASI in the UK is 30,000 new cases each year. The direct medical costs of OASI repair, investigations including hospital appointments, and endoanal physiology (ie, manometry and ultrasound) would be £48.75 million per annum.

The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists’ guidelines recommend that all women who have sustained OASI should have appropriate investigation by endoanal ultrasound, and that those who have sphincter defects and/or poor anal manometric pressures, and are symptomatic; should have the option of elective cesarean birth. The above cost estimates might increase further because many affected women will require cesarean section in a subsequent pregnancy.

The incidence of OASI appears to be increasing, with data from Scotland and Scandinavia showing a 2–3-fold increase over a 10-year period (particularly for women in a first pregnancy), while a recent report from Hospital Episode Statistics in England has revealed a larger increase from 1.8% to 5.9% between 2000 and 2012. While this study attributes the increased incidence of OASI in part to improved detection, other factors have been also been implicated, ie, wider application of the “hands-poised” approach, combined with the “reluctance to use episiotomies”.

The evidence that episiotomy prevents OASI and/or anal incontinence is conflicting, with some studies showing a protective effect and others not. A possible reason for the difference might relate to the angle at which the episiotomy is cut. For example, in some parts of the USA, episiotomies continue to be performed in the midline, and these have been shown to have a 20% risk of extension into the anal sphincter. In Europe by comparison, the episiotomy incision is recommended at a 45–60 degree angle. However, this can be difficult to achieve at crowning when the perineum is fully stretched. Kalis et al have shown that an episiotomy performed at 40 degrees results in a post-delivery angle of 22 degrees, which is too close to the midline (Figure 1). It is only a 60 degree episiotomy that results in a post-delivery angle of 45 degrees (Figure 2). There is therefore a need for an instrument that will accurately cut a 60 degree angled episiotomy at crowning.

The concept and initial design of a device to do this (the Episcissors-60) arose in the Urogynaecology Unit and the Directorate of Healthcare Science and Technology at Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trust. The purpose of this evaluation was to establish whether an episiotomy performed at an angle of 60 degrees using a prototype of the Episcissors-60 at crowning produced an angle of 45 degrees as measured after delivery.
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**Figure 1** 40 degree episiotomy at crowning resulting in a 22 degree post-delivery angle.
Materials and methods

The concept was a simple one, ie, a guide limb was placed at the fulcrum of a pair of Mayo scissors used for episiotomy. The angle between the blades and the rod was 60 degrees.

For clinical use, the guide limb is placed at the midpoint of the introitus and aligned to the anus (Figure 3). The cut is then performed while keeping the guide limb in the correct position. This prototype was initially tested on models and then as an evaluation in 17 patients undergoing instrumental vaginal delivery.

The evaluation ran from October 2011 until February 2012. It was decided that evaluation of the instrument should take place in women most likely to need an episiotomy, ie, those having instrumental delivery (ventouse or forceps), as recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guideline on intrapartum care.

Training on the use of a prototype of the Episcissors-60 (Figure 3) and recording the sutured angle was given to experienced obstetric trainees in the delivery suite. They were also asked to complete a short pro forma following usage to assess ease of use of the instrument plus any other comments. This was on a 5-point scale, ie, “strongly agree”, “tend to agree”, “neither agree or disagree”, “tend to disagree”, and “strongly disagree”.

After suturing, the angle in relation to the anus was drawn onto a piece of sterile transparency placed over the perineum by the obstetric trainee. This was then placed in a sterile bag and given to one of the investigators (HJH) blinded to all patient details. She subsequently measured the angle using a protractor.

No patient follow-up was involved because this was a proof of concept/medical device evaluation. Approval for the evaluation was given by the research and development committee of Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trust.

Results

For this evaluation, a total of 17 episiotomies were performed at instrumental deliveries by trainees/registrars.
Of the 17 instrumental deliveries, 14 were ventouse, two were low forceps, and one was sequential ventouse–forceps. The indications for instrumental delivery were suboptimal cardiotocogram and/or prolonged second stage of labor. Mean birth weight was 3.41 (2.92–4.12) kg. The mean post-delivery angle was 42.4±7 (30–60) degrees. The median value was 43 degrees (95% confidence interval 38.8–46), suggesting a normal distribution. One patient suffered a grade 3a OASI (episiotomy scar angle of 30 degrees).

The trainees rated the ease of use of the instrument on a 5-point scale (“strongly agree”, “tend to agree”, “neither agree or disagree”, “tend to disagree”, and “strongly disagree”). In ten cases, this was “strongly agree”, in five it was “tend to agree”, in one it was “neither agree or disagree”, and in one it was “strongly disagree”. The comments for “tend to agree” were in relation to the length of the cut. For example, the incision could not be extended because the blades of the scissors were not felt to be of sufficient length. In the “strongly disagree” case, the accoucheur was left-handed and unable to orientate herself into a position to align the Episcissors-60. Since this study, the prototype scissors have undergone design changes that provide a flexible guide to accommodate the baby’s head. The length of the scissors blades is now an unencumbered 5 cm (Figure 4).

**Discussion**

The results of this study have shown that, following use of an Episcissors-60 device, the mean post-delivery episiotomy angle produced is 43 degrees. While this is not the 45 degrees originally expected, it is still greater than that seen with visual measurement only, ie, so-called “eyeballing”. For example, in one study reviewing the episiotomy scar angle after delivery, no midwife and only 20% of doctors performed an episiotomy at the “correct” angle. In patients with OASI, despite an episiotomy, the suture angle after delivery was only 30 degrees versus 38 degrees in those without OASI, ie, in neither group was 45–60 degrees achieved. However, the authors reported a 50% reduction in risk for every 6 degrees cut away from midline.

Similar results were noted by Andrews et al, who described angles of 26 degrees in cases and 37 degrees in controls. Stedenfeldt et al found a safety zone of 30–60 degrees for the post-delivery angle, with a significantly increased incidence of OASI in a U-shaped fashion with angles outside this zone. They also found that episiotomies originating 9 mm away from the posterior fourchette after birth were associated with a reduction in OASI.

In the present evaluation, one patient suffered a 3a OASI/tear following a failed ventouse delivery which was converted to a forceps delivery. The suture angle in this patient was 30 degrees. The indication for instrumental delivery was a suboptimal cardiotocogram. The experiments by Kalis et al suggested that an angle of 40 degrees is probably too acute to prevent potential sphincter damage and showed that an incision angle at crowning of 60 degrees will result in a 45-degree angle after delivery.

In the most recent study from England reviewing national statistics, the factor associated with the lowest rate of OASI was episiotomy. This and the results from other studies would suggest that, especially in higher-risk women, episiotomy should be considered as a form of OASI prevention. Such risk groups include primigravid women, those with a short perineal body, instrumental delivery, occiput posterior position, post-maturity, and previous OASI. For vacuum delivery, the data suggest a protective effect of episiotomy in prevention of OASI.

However, episiotomies are not commonly performed at normal deliveries by midwives, presumably because the evidence base is inconclusive and due to the perceived high incidence of pain, infection, and wound breakdown, along with delay in resumption of intercourse following episiotomy. For example, a survey of randomly selected labor ward midwives in 50 obstetric units in England revealed that 37% of midwives would never perform an episiotomy and only 19.4% would undertake one if there was the impression that the perineum was about to tear. As a result, it is likely that many have not received training in episiotomy performance in recent years.

Prevention of OASI should be the aim of all health care professionals involved in childbirth, and the multicenter interventional program in Norway is without doubt a glowing demonstration of how this can be achieved. The evidence that a correctly performed episiotomy can be preventative is growing,
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and training in the technique, in particular performing the cut at an angle of 60 degrees, should help achieve this aim.

The prototype Episcissors-60 has demonstrated that a median angle of 43 degrees can be achieved. This is marginally less than the 45 degrees expected. However, the post-delivery angles obtained in this study are more consistent and superior to those described in the literature with the current practice of eyeballing.19 No midwife and 22% of doctors achieved an episiotomy within the safety zone in that study. Moreover, the perineum is spherical at the time of crowning, and this leads to further difficulty in the ability to guess the angle. It is also interesting to consider work by Tincello et al,26 which showed that doctors and midwives are unable to correctly guess the angle, even on paper. It could be argued that better training might improve the visual accuracy of eyeballing. To the best of our knowledge, there are no validated training courses to improve eyeballing.

It is also worth questioning the obstetric practice of eyeballing in relation to other specialties in modern medicine. Orthopedic surgeons, breast surgeons, sonographers, and pathologists all use relevant measuring instruments to enable their practice rather than relying on eyeballing.

Conclusion
The Episcissors-60 delivered a consistent post-delivery episiotomy angle of 43 degrees. This device could replace eyeballing when performing mediolateral episiotomies and may form part of a preventative strategy to reduce OASI.
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